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Abstract – The use of remotely piloted aircraft systems
(RPAS) is already a reality in applications such as
geographic mapping, surveillance, digital marketing,
delivery, agriculture, infrastructure inspection, and
others.
Most of these aircraft are purely electric,
being the only source of energy, packs of ion-lithium
or lithium polymer batteries. These battery packs are
conceived by the association of a different number of cells,
usually ranging from three cells (3S) to twelve cells (12S).
However, universal battery chargers for this range are
not consolidated yet due to the recent emergence of the
use of RPAS for different applications. To overcome this
drawback, this paper introduces a topology to charge a
wide range of low voltage battery packs (3S-12S) for RPAS.
The circuit is composed of two power converters, one of
them is a DCM SEPIC PFC rectifier and another is a dcdc Buck converter. The system is design for 400 W of rated
power and the proposed solution is suggested to charge
battery packs from 3S to 12S.
Keywords – Battery charger, dc-dc Buck converter,
drone, RPAS, SEPIC PFC rectifier.
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Battery voltage.
Dc-link voltage.
Battery voltage control reference.
Electrical grid voltage.
Electrical grid peak voltage.
Time the SEPIC switch is on.
Time the SEPIC diode is on.
Switching period.
Switching frequency.
SEPIC static gain.
SEPIC static gain in critical condution mode.
SEPIC diode.
SEPIC switch.
SEPIC inductor.
SEPIC inductor.
SEPIC equivalent inductor.
SEPIC coupled capacitor.
Dc-link capacitor.
SEPIC resistive load.
Duty cycle of the Buck converter.
Buck inductor.
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Dbuck
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Buck inductor current ripple.
Buck static gain.
Buck diode.
Buck switch.
Buck output capacitor.
Buck resistive load.
Buck output current.
Charge current reference.
Output power.
I. INTRODUCTION

The use of remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) or,
as more popularly known as drones, has been expanding [1],
especially in the areas of monitoring, mapping, agriculture
[2]–[4] and delivery. Usually, such aircraft may have
configurations with four (quadcopter), six (hexacopter), or
eight (octacopter) rotors, and it can be purely electric, in which
only batteries provide power to the system, or hybrid, with a
combustion engine, supercapacitor, or fuel cell [5], [6] with a
battery pack in parallel, frequently for back-up in case of a
failure in the main power source.
Airscraft systems are named as purely electric RPAS, when
they depend exclusively on the battery pack. Usually, they
have a low flight autonomy compared to hybrid drones. On
the other hand, they can be lighter, have less vibrations, and,
additionally, they do not contribute to local pollution [7].
The battery packs used in RPAS are mostly made up of
lithium-polymer (LiPo), which consist of a lithium-ion battery
with a polymeric material (as electrolyte) and presents a
varying voltage level ranging from 3S (three cells connected in
series) to 12S. The nominal voltage of each cell may change
according to the battery chemistry, but the most common is
3.7 V, the minimal voltage should not be less than 3.0 V and the
maximum is around 4.2 V. So, a 3S battery pack, would have
a minimum, rated and maximum voltage of 9.0 V, 11.1 V and
12.6 V, respectively. Table I presents some commercial battery
packs manufactured for RPAS.
The most commonly used charging method in lithium-ion
battery packs is CC-CV (constant current-constant voltage)
[8]–[11], in which initially a constant current is applied
to the terminals of the storage system until it reaches a
predetermined maximum voltage level. Then, the constant
voltage stage begins, and the voltage in the battery terminals
remains regulated while the current decreases naturally up to a
minimum value, usually below 10% of the rated current [12],
when the recharge is considered full.
The charge rate, given by the constant current intensity
applied in the firste stage of charging process, is determined

TABLE I
Commercial battery pack
Manufact. Capacity (Ah)
Zop Power
Gens Ace
Traxxas
Turnigy
Ovonic
Yowoo
Tattu
Tattu

N° of cells

Voltage (V)

3
3
3
6
6
6
12
12

11.1
11.1
11.1
22.2
22.2
22.2
44.4
44.4

4.0
4.5
6.4
5.0
5.5
10.0
5.0
10.0

concerning the battery capacity. Manufacturers generally
specify a charge rate of 1C, so a battery pack like the Ovonic
22.2 V/5.5 Ah should be charged with a constant current of
5.5 A until it reaches the maximum battery pack voltage.
Analyzing Table I, it is perceived the variety of voltage
levels and capacity of the battery packs used in RPAS, so it is
necessary a versatile charger, capable of operating, optimized,
over a wide operation range. Few commercially available
chargers include all configurations (3S to 12S) and it is
difficult to get performance data throughout the whole voltage
range. In addition, studies seeking the optimization of static
converters used in battery chargers are limited. Typically, this
analysis is performed for a range of chargers in the tens of kW
range. [13]–[16]. As a result, a gap exists in the development
of high-performance chargers for applications requiring a few
hundred Watts or less.
Typically off-board chargers feature two stages of power
processing, a front-end ac-dc power factor correction (PFC)
stage, and a dc-dc converter that monitors and performs
battery pack charging (Figure 1). PFC Boost-type rectifiers
are commonly used in high-power battery pack chargers used
in electric vehicles, due to their simplicity, great performance
[15], [16] and the need to adequate the voltage level to charge
the battery banks, which have nominal voltage between 150450 V [17], normally above the electrical grid. On the other
hand, for few hundred of watts, PFC rectifiers based on BuckBoost, Zeta, Cuk and SEPIC converters have been employed
also outcoming with a high perfomance. Furthermore, the
constant input current of the SEPIC PFC rectifier operating
in discontinuous conduction mode reduces the demand for an
input filter.
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Fig. 1. Typical two-stage charger topology.

The dc-dc converters are mostly composed of full-bridge
ZVS topologies or Resonant LLC [16], when galvanic
insulation is required. Buck-type converters are also employed
in the second load stage [18], when galvanic insulation is not
required. There is no such need for isolation in the SAE J1772
regulations for EV safety and in lower power it can be not
used [19]. Despite the fact that there are several studies on
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Fig. 2. Proposed system.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed topology consists of a SEPIC PFC rectifier
with a diode bridge and a dc-dc Buck converter connected to
the terminals of the battery pack. As shown in Figure 3, the
SEPIC PFC rectifier operates in DCM and it has three stages
of operation.
•

•

•

Ib

DC
VDC

battery chargers in the literature, few studies on wide range
low voltage systems are available.
Therefore, to overcome this drawback, this work presents
an optimized charger for LiPo battery packs with a rated
voltage level between 11.1 V to 44.4 V and 400 W of rated
power. The system, presented in Figure 2, consists of a SEPIC
PFC rectifier operating in discontinuous conduction mode
(DCM) and a dc-dc Buck converter for charging, the analysis
of each one is undertaken in the following section.

1° step (0 - t1 ) - During this step the switch (Ss ) is on,
conducting the current, the diode (Ds ) is blocked and
reversely polarized with a voltage equal to the dc-bus,
Vdc . Inductors (Ls and L p ) store the energy from the
power supply, Vg and capacitor, Cs , respectively, and
the currents increases linearly until they reach their peak
value, at t1 , when the switch is turned off ends the first
operation stage (Figure 3(a)).
2° step (t1 - t2 ) - This step starts at t1 , when the switch
is turned off and subjected to a voltage equal to the
sum of the input and output voltage. The inductors are
demagnetized and their currents, which are driven by
diode, Ds , decrease linearly until t2 , when they cancel
each other, interrupting the current in the diode and
finishing this stage. To ensure proper operation in DCM,
t2 must be less than the total period, Ts . Figure 3(b)
displays the equivalent circuit of the rectifier at this step
of operation.
3° step (t2 - Ts ) - In the last step, both the switch and
diode are not conducting, the currents of the inductors
Ls and L p are constant and equal, with opposite direction
to each other. During this stage the load is fed by the
bus, Vdc . This step (Figure 3(c)) ends when the switch is
turned on, and the first step is repeated once more.

The rectifier’s operational steps are identical for the two
half cycles of the electrical grid voltage, with the exception of
the rectifier bridge pair of diodes that will conduct the current
from the input source.
The choice for the SEPIC converter to operate in the
rectifier stage was due to the following advantages: (i)
operates as a step-down converter; (ii) current characteristic
at the input, facilitating the correction of the power factor;
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Fig. 4. dc-dc Buck converter operations steps.
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Fig. 3. DCM SEPIC PFC rectifier operations steps during a semi
cycle of the input voltage.

(iii) when operating in DCM, it behaves like a resistive load
to the input AC source, therefore, the input current follows the
waveform of the voltage ensuring a power factor close to the
unit without the need of a current sensor; (iv) it has only one
active switch, which does not require an isolated driver; (v)
possibility of galvanic insulation between input and output by
replacing the inductor L p for a transformer [20].
The dc-dc Buck converter operates in continuous
conduction mode, the steps of operation, as well as the
equivalent circuits, are described below and presented in
Figure 4, respectively.
•

1° Step (0 - db Ts ) - In this step the switch is conducting.
The Vdc bus provides power to the load and magnetizes
the inductor, LB . The diode, DB , is blocked in this step
and reversely polarized by a voltage level equal to the
Vdc bus. Figure 4(a) shows the equivalent circuit of the
converter for this period.

•

2° Step (db Ts - Ts ) - The second step starts when
the switch is turned off. The energy stored in the
inductor is transferred to the load with the freewheeling
diode, DB . At this stage, the current in the inductor
decreases linearly. The equivalent circuit of the dc-dc
Buck converter operating in the second step is shown in
Figure 4(b).

The Buck converter has been selected to operate in the
dc-dc stage because it has certain characteristics, such as:
(i) output current characteristic; (ii) step-down converter,
required for charging battery packs with few cells connected in
series; (iii) presents only one switch, which is positioned in the
direct path between the bus and the load, and it can interrupt
the current sent to the battery in case of system shutdown.
(iv) possibility to be used in an interleaving connection to
reduce the ripple of the output current and to increase the rated
power [21].

III. DESIGN, OPERATION AND CONTROL OF THE
SYSTEM
The proposed system presents two stages, the SEPIC PFC
rectifier, which performs the correction of the power factor and
regulates the Vdc bus voltage and the dc-dc Buck converter,
responsible for the battery recharge, employing the CC-CV
method. The topology purposes is to charge a wide variety of
low voltage batteries with different capacity, which results in
a wide range of output power.
In this section is discussed the metodology to choose the
magnetic elements, the most adequate dc-link voltage level for
a given output power, the initialization of the entire system,
and the used control technique.
A. Design of the Converters
Since the system aim is to charge several types of battery
banks, evaluating the operational boundary points is required
in order to design the components. In addition to this, as it
is a system with different battery models with several levels
of voltage and current, some components have maximum
inductance and capacitance requirements at one point, but they
were assembled or specified to satisfy maximum current and
voltage generated at another point. However, such an approach
causes the system to perform suboptimally for some operation
points but close to optimal considering the overall operation
range..
The dependecy on the output voltage, Vdc , and ripple
current may be observed in the design of the SEPIC PFC
rectifier’s input inductor, Ls , provided by [20] and depicted
in (1). In order to maintain a minimum duty cycle of 0.3 in
the Buck converter, the maximum dc-bus voltage set for the
magnetic component specification was three times the battery
bank voltage. With this specified, the critical point for the
inductor Ls occurs at the lowest power with the least amount
of current ripple. It is noteworthy that for the construction
of the inductor the maximum current point was used for the
specification of the conductor, because the component have to
withstand winding losses for all operation curve, even though
this is not the maximum inductance point.
Ls =

dc
(Vp V V+V
)
p
dc

∆iLs fs

(1)

The L p inductor design was subjected to a similar study.

According to [20], the conduction relationship, ka , is defined
for the SEPIC PFC rectifier to operate on the MDC, which is
given by:

2
Vdc
4Leq (M + 1)2 fs

(10)

Equation (10) behavior is displayed in Figure 5.

2Leq Po fs
2
Vdc

(2)

1
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Leq =

Ls L p
Ls + L p

(4)
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Output Power [W]
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CCM
300

200
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M=

Vdc
Vp

(5)
0

The equation for the inductance L p is obtained isolating the
equivalent inductance, Leq, and substituting equation (3) in
(2).
Lp =

LsVdc
4(M + 1)2 Po fs +Vdc

(6)

The Buck converter inductor is designed using the same
criteria as previously provided and it may be characterized as
follows:
LB =

(Vdc −Vb )Dbuck
∆iLB fs

(7)

In order to ensure a charge current with low ripple, the
critical point for inductor LB is defined for a maximum current
of 10 A in order not to exceed the established rated power,
which will only be processed in batteries with a voltage level
below 12S.
B. The dc-link voltage definition and system initialization
The static gain of the DCM SEPIC PFC rectifier is given
by [20]:
D2sepic =

2
Vdc
2Leq fs
2
Vg Ro

(8)

The static gain of the rectifier in critical conduction mode
is set to [20]:
M
(9)
M+1
The duty cycle of the SEPIC PFC rectifier in the DCM
must be lower than the critical, and assuming that the power
available on the rectifier’s output is the same as that delivered
to the battery, a relation between the output power and the dcbus voltage level can be found and it is given by:
Dsepic.crit =

100
50
DC-link Voltage [V]
Fig. 5. Relationship between output power and dc bus voltage for
DCM mode.

As a result, the dc-bus voltage reference is established
based on the power required to charge the battery, to
ensure the rectifier operates in discontinuous conduction
mode. In addition, the reference value needs to be higher
than the battery voltage, to dc-dc Buck converters operates
satisfactorily.
The main components of the dc-dc Buck converter power
losses are the switch, diode and the inductor losses [22]. A
survey of the efficiency of the converter in relation to the input
voltage (dc-link voltage), Vdc , was carried out.
The losses in the diode, DB , have a large impact on the
voltage and power levels of the system, therefore the dc-dc
Buck converter has a higher efficiency at voltage levels at the
input close to the output, which needs a high duty cycle.
For a battery bank of the same voltage level but larger
capacity, the losses in the switch and in the inductor, as they
are directly proportional to the square of the output current,
are more prominent, imposing a reduction in the duty cycle
and an increase in the voltage of bus Vdc . However, when
compared to Figure 5, the optimal voltage level determined
by the losses calculation is lower than the minimum required
by the SEPIC PFC rectifier to function in the discontinuous
conduction mode.
Table II presents the optimal voltage levels to the dc-dc
Buck converter operation as well as the minimum required by
the DCM SEPIC PFC rectifier at various operating points.
In this manner, the system choose the minimum dc-bus
voltage, that attends all the criteria, to guarantee the correct
rectifier conduction mode and proper static gain for the second
stage dc-dc converter.
With the VDCre f set, the system begins charging the dc-bus
capacitor Cdc until the voltage level on the bus reaches the
reference value, at which point the SEPIC PFC rectifier and
the dc-dc Buck converter are enabled and the first step of the

TABLE II
Controllers parameters

The current and voltage transfer functions used to control
the dc-dc Buck converter, is given by, respectively:

Battery

Optimum Buck

DCM Minimum

11.1 V/4.0 Ah
11.1 V/6.4 Ah
22.2 V/5.5 Ah
22.2 V/10.0 Ah
44.4 V/10.0 Ah

12.0 V
15.0 V
25.0 V
30.0 V
55 V

28.27 V
37.3 V
52.32 V
78.5 V
135 V

HiB (s) = Vdc
HvB (s) =

charging method begins, injecting a constant current into the
battery terminals.
C. System Control
When operating in DCM, associated with a rectifier bridge,
the SEPIC PFC rectifier requires only one voltage control loop
to provide power factor correction and a constant voltage level
on the bus [23], thus not requiring current sensors. The block
diagram of the control loop is shown in Figure 6(a).
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Integral proportional controllers were also used to control
both loops of the dc-dc Buck converter. However, for the
proper functioning of the two control loops it is necessary to
guarantee the decoupling between them. For this to occur, the
current loop (internal) must operate with a higher frequency
than the voltage loop (external).
Dynamic tests from the proposed control are depicted in
Figure 7 and 8. They illustrate responses of the bus voltage
and output current when steps on the dc bus reference and on
the load are applied. Firstly, the dc voltage reference (VDCre f )
is increased by 10% at 0.3 s and thus the bus voltage follows
the reference, as shown in Figure 7. In a second test, the
current battery reference is increased from 5.0 A to 5.5 A at
0.3 s, as seen in Figure 8. The Buck output current (Ib ) follows
the reference and the SEPIC bus voltage control loop takes
about 100 ms to reject this disturbance. Table III presents the
parameters of the controllers used in the proposed system.

Ib

Fig. 6. Control block diagrams.

For a variable output power, the transfer function of the
SEPIC PFC rectifier plant model is given by [24]:
HGvs(s) =

KV D
D
RoCdc s + 1 + KV D sepic.crit
2Vdc

(11)

Fig. 7. Step response of the VDC voltage control loop.

where:
KV D =

Vp2 Dsepic.crit Ro
Vdc Leq fs

(12)

The system transfer function obtained presents a firstorder behavior with a high time constant [20], therefore,
a proportional controller would be adequate to regulate the
voltage when the converter is subjected to load fluctuations,
albeit with an associated inaccuracy. To avoid errors in the
steady state, an integral proportional controller is chosen to
regulate the rectifier’s output voltage.
The control system of the dc-dc Buck converter features
two loops. One outer voltage loop and one inner current loop.
At the beginning of the charge, the battery pack voltage is less
than the maximum reference voltage (maximum voltage of
the battery pack), this error when compensated by an integral
proportional controller is saturated at the capacity value of
the battery, setting the reference current to the charge current
control.
When the battery pack voltage approaches the voltage
reference value, the output of the voltage controller is no
longer saturated and the load current reference decreases until
it reaches the minimum, predetermined value, finishing the
charge. Figure 6(b) shows the two control loops used in the
dc-dc Buck converter.

Fig. 8. a) Step response of the dc-dc Buck output current control loop.
b) The disturbance rejection of the dc-link voltage control loop.

TABLE III
Controllers parameters
Parameter
SEPIC - Proportional Gain
SEPIC - Time constant
Buck - Proport. Gain (Voltage Loop)
Buck - Time constant (Voltage Loop)
Buck - Proport. Gain (Current Loop)
Buck - Time constant (Current Loop)

Value
1.5
2.7 ms
0.0001
1.4 ms
0.24
50 µs

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed system was simulated and implemented, a
picture of the prototype is presented in Figure 9 and Table IV
lists the capacitors and inductors that were employed. The
charger has been tested with a resistive load emulating
critical and intermediate operating points, equivalent to
four different battery packs in a 127 V electrical grid. It
should be highlighted that these experiments are only the
commencement of the research, and that the study will be
expanded and tested using genuine Lipo batteries in the future.

Current
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SEPIC
Inductor (LP)

23 cm

MOSFET
Drivers

differing capacity. In the second point, because it is a
larger bank, the output power is higher, and therefore the bus
reference voltage level, according to Figure 5, must be higher.
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Fig. 10. Waveforms of output voltage and current and dc-bus voltage
during a charging emulation of a 3S/3.8 Ah battery bank.
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Fig. 9. Built prototype.
a)

TABLE IV
Components specification
Component
SEPIC Inductor (Ls S)
SEPIC Inductor (L p )
SEPIC Capacitor (Cs )
Dc-Link Capacitor (Cdc )
Buck Inductor (LB )

Ig [1A/div]

Vg [100V/div]

Value
630 µH
71 µH
1.5 µF
1.4 mF
0.55 mH

In all four tested points the system has started smoothly,
initially charging the capacitor, Cdc , until the voltage reached
the reference value, after which the rectifier and dc-dc Buck
converter began to operate, managing the dc-bus voltage and
charge current.
The first point of operation consists of a three cells
connected in series, with a rated voltage of 11.1 V and 3.8 Ah
of capacity. Figure 10 shows the current and voltage at the
output of the dc-dc Buck converter and the dc-bus, Vdc .
The second point emulates a 3S battery with a capacity of
4.5 Ah. With such defined parameters, the dc-bus reference
voltage and the charging reference current are defined.
Figure 11(a) shows the output voltage and current waveforms
of the dc-dc Buck converter and the bus voltage, Vdc . The
voltage and current of the input source are displayed in
Figure 11(b). At this operating point, the power factor and
THD were 0.985 and 4.28 percent, respectively. These results
were acquired using the MSO 4034 mixed signal oscilloscope.
It is also worth noticing the variation in bus voltage between
two batteries with the same number of cells in series but

b)
Fig. 11. (a) Waveforms of output voltage and current and dc-bus
voltage during a charging emulation of a 3S/4.5 Ah battery bank. (b)
Waveforms of electrical grid voltage and current.

The third point tested consider a battery pack with six cells
connected in series, with a nominal voltage of 22.2 V, and a
capacity of 5.5 Ah. Figure 12 shows the current and voltage
at the emulated battery pack terminals, the dc-bus voltage and
the SEPIC inductor, Ls , current are displayed as well.
Again, it is possible to see that with the increase in
the power processed by the system, the value of the Vdc
bus voltage also increases, ensuring that the rectifier always
operates in DCM.
The last test was perfomed considering a battery pack with
twelve cells in series, a nominal voltage of 44.4 V, and a
capacity of 8.5 Ah. Figure 13(a) shows the current and voltage
at the emulated battery pack terminals, as well as the dcbus voltage and the SEPIC inductor, Ls , current. It is worth

Lp [10,5%]
VDC [50V/div]

Vb [20V/div]

Ls [2,1%]

LB [19,3%]

Ss [9,1%]

ILs [2A/div]

Ib [5A/div]

Ds [16,7%]

Fig. 12. Waveforms of output voltage and current, as well as the dcbus voltage and SEPIC inductor current under a charging emulation
of a 6S/3.8 Ah battery bank.

noticing that the voltage level at the dc-dc Buck converter’s
output is lower than the nominal value of 44.4 V or even the
maximum value of 50.4 V (4.2 V per cell), emulating a charge
in the constant current stage on a low state-of-charge battery.
The voltage and current of the electrical grid are shown in
Figure 13(b). Through MSO 4034 mixed signal oscilloscope,
the THD and power factor obtained when the system operates
at rated power were 2.07% and 0.990, respectively.

DB [34%]

SB [8,2%]

Fig. 14. The percentage of experimental losses in semiconductor
elements and magnetic elements when charging a 12S/8.5 Ah battery
bank.

battery bank.

VDC [100V/div]

a)

Vg [250V/div]

Ig [5A/div]

b)

Fig. 13. (a) Waveforms of output voltage and current and dc-bus
voltage during a charging emulation of a 12S/8.5 Ah battery bank.
(b) Waveforms of electrical grid voltage and current.

The losses in the semiconductors and magnetic parts of the
system were also examined at this test point. A pie chart
depicting the percentages of losses for each component is
shown in Figure 14.
In order to compare the findings achieved in simulation
and experimental tests, Figure 15 and Figure 16 describe the
behavior of the simulated system charging a 12S/8.5 Ah

Fig. 15. Simulation result of the system charging a 12S/8.5 Ah
battery. (a) Output voltage waveform. (b) Dc-bus voltage waveform.
(c) charging current waveform.
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Fig. 16. Simulation result of the system charging a 12S/8.5 Ah
battery. (a) Input current waveform. (b) Input voltage waveform.

It should be noted that the system works as designed by
comparing the findings produced in the experiments with the
simulation. In both cases, the battery current was set to charge
the battery bank at a rate of 1C. As predicted, the bus voltage
has a steady mean value equal to the reference with a ripple
at 120 Hz. Finally, the current and voltage from the electrical
grid have a power factor close to unity, with a value of 0.998
in the simulation and 0.990 in the experiment.
According to all the test that were made, the system
performed satisfactorily for the three distinct voltage levels of

battery packs, achieving the goal of charging a large number
of packs of various levels and capacities. In all testing, the
system displayed a power factor close to the unit and a steady
dc-bus voltage level, as specified.

[7]

V. CONCLUSIONS

[8]

This work presented the study and experimental results
of an electronic system to charge battery packs of remotely
piloted aircraft systems. The proposed system is capable of
charging battery packs consisting of three lithium polymer
cells (3S - 11.1 V) to packs with twelve cells connected
in series (12S - 44.4 V), covering a vast amount of packs
currently used in drones. The charger also performed
satisfactorily in power factor correction, maintaining the
current in phase with the voltage of the electrical network at
the different operating points.
The prototype also features a starting system, in which the
converters start to operate after charging the dc-bus capacitor,
and an optimized control that specifies the dc-bus voltage
reference in relation to the load power. The system has some
advantages, such as low number of semiconductors, low dcbus voltage, constant duty cycle, only one current sensor and
possibility to galvanic isolate the input source to the battery
pack. In addition, by operating the SEPIC PFC rectifier in
discontinuous mode, the need for an input filter is reduced.
Lastly, it should be highlighted that this is the first part
of the research, and in the following phases, tests will be
performed with Lipo batteries and other designs to maximize
system optimization.
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